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ABSTRACT
Expert identification has become an important informa-
tion retrieval task. We present and investigate a number
of approaches for identifying an expert. Different ap-
proaches are based on exploiting the structure of docu-
ments in the knowledge base. Furthermore, our system
highlights the integration of database technology with
information retrieval (DB+IR).

1. INTRODUCTION
It is vitally important for businesses and organisations
to acquire methods and technologies to organise data
and retrieve information from data collections, espe-
cially with regard to the increasing amounts of data
stored in corporate networks. Typically, corporate in-
formation is stored in large relational databases, where
retrieval is carried out using SQL or other, related, lan-
guages.

One approach at organising data that has gained promi-
nence more recently is that of expert finding. Large or-
ganisations spend considerable efforts improving their
collaborative infrastructures: intranets and shared doc-
ument authoring are examples for providing IT sup-
port for collaborative work. In such organisations, or in
loosely coupled collaborative networks, the requirement
for effective identification of experts frequently occurs.

In this paper, we place special emphasis on the inte-
gration of classical DB technologies with the more IR
oriented aspects of expert identification. To this end,
we used our retrieval framework, HySpirit [9], which in-
tegrates DB concepts, such as relational data represen-
tation and querying languages with probabilistic aspects
commonly found in IR. HySpirit is based on results re-
ported in [4] and [8], and has been improved steadily
over recent years. This report will highlight the integra-
tion of probabilistic information retrieval models with
SQL and Datalog expressions commonly found in the
DBMS realm. The integration of such database tech-
nologies allows retrieval strategies to be implemented
using very few lines of code, and enables retrieval sys-
tems to benefit from the efficiency of database manage-
ment systems.

2. BACKGROUND
A good overview of the particularities and problems en-
countered in conducting information retrieval in an en-
terprise environment is given by Hawking [5]. Among
the challenges mentioned are the need to handle het-
erogeneous data sources such as databases, web-servers,
email repositories and content management systems, to
allow for fine-grained access-control rights for different
users, to support multiple document formats and to in-
tegrate all the results in a seamless fashion.

In earlier work, Hawking et al. introduced their expert
finding system, P@NOPTIC Expert [2]. This system
builds fairly simple expert profiles by concatenating all
documents published by a person into one long docu-
ment. Then, in order to retrieve a ranked list of experts
for a query, classical document retrieval on all those
documents is performed for that query.

Expert finding approaches based on clustering were de-
veloped by Foner, and Reichling et al.. In Foner’s Yenta



system [3], users, and their interests, are represented by
agents. Agents representing users with similar interest
form clusters in the system, which can be used to iden-
tify user groups with common interests, or to find an
expert for a given problem.

Similarly, Reichling et al. use expert profiles to match
users in their system [6] . Their architecture is based on
a learning platform; user profiles were built from infor-
mation directly entered by the users (such as education,
current occupation, past experience), and information
derived from the browsing activities of users, i.e. docu-
ments viewed by users on the learning platform.

Yimam-Seid and Kobsa present an architecture,
DEMOIR [11], which covers several aspects of the pro-
cess of generating and querying expert profiles. Their
system covers the three initial stages of building and
representing expert-profiles, namely evidence source
recognition - using either explicit sources, such as the
experts themselves, or implicit sources (e.g. documents
authored by expert-candidates), expertise indicator ex-
traction - techniques to extract the salient information
from the evidence sources, and expertise models - rep-
resentations of extracted salient features.

Apart from research and experimentation in academia,
some commercial systems have also developed expert
profiles from implicit data sources. Autonomy1 has in-
cluded in its IDOL Server the ability to derive user
profiles based on the documents that users access and
submit on the company intranet. Both KnowledgeMail
by Tacit2 and Discovery Server by Lotus3 build user
profiles by scanning employees’ emails.

3. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
In this section, we present an overview of how the in-
dexed document collection and queries are stored in our
system, how term- and document-frequencies (collection
frequency) are calculated, and how associations between
documents and expert-candidates are modelled.

3.1 Representation of documents and
queries

Documents in our system are represented by rela-
tions, detailing the content and structure of the doc-
uments. Modelling follows the object-relational rep-
resentation outlined in [7]. These relations are gener-
ated in an indexing stage, which also performs addi-
tional pre-processing steps such as stop-word removal
1www.autonomy.com
2www.tacit.com
3following the acquisition of Lotus by IBM, Discovery
Server was discontinued.

and stemming. While the original TREC Enterprise
track (ETREC) collection consists of HTML docu-
ments, we did not make use of the special markup
as such, however, the documents’ <body>-tags (or
<pre id=”body”>) were used to distinguish the actual
document-content from the additional surrounding in-
formation; only terms occurring inside those tags were
indexed, and the tags themselves were removed.

While the object-relational representation retains the
original structure of documents, to allow for more com-
plex query formulations, for our experiments only the
term-relation was used. The term-relation contains
<term,context> tuples, where context is the context in
which a term occurs, here: documents.

To show this in more detail, consider the following ex-
ample. For this sample document (lists-054-0017908 )

<pre id=”body”>

Hi Folks,
This is a message that at times I thought I might never
get to send.
[...]

Thank you.
[...]

* I tried to sync up with Danbri but have failed to get
in touch, so whilst
I can’t speak for him, I hope this message reflects his
views as well.
</pre>

the term-relation would contain the following tuples:

0.459596 hi lists-054-0017908
0.459596 folk lists-054-0017908
0.459596 tim lists-054-0017908
0.459596 thought lists-054-0017908
0.459596 might lists-054-0017908

[...] [...] [...]

The first column of the table gives the probabil-
ity that a tuple is contained in the relation, a feature
which we use to represent information which can be
used similar to term-frequency (tf ) in classical informa-
tion retrieval. This is explained in more detail below.
Note that tuple-probabilites are not an argument of the
relation, but are used internally to derive probabilities
under relational operations.

Queries are represented in a similar way, with the
context being defined simply as ”this”. In addition,



query-terms are weighted with the collection-frequency
(idf-frequency), rather than the term-frequency (tf-
frequency).

3.2 Term- and Document-frequencies
Similar to the way classical IR systems define tf- and
idf -frequencies, we derive from our relations probabili-
ties of term occurences. We thus derive both the prob-
ability of a term occurring in a document (p(t|d)), and
the probability of a term occurring in a collection of doc-
uments (p(t|c)). While the former directly corresponds
to the tf, the latter allows a derivation of idf, via an
inverse log, i.e.:

idf := −log(p(t|c)) (1)

To formulate the construction of said probabilities,
our system allows for extensions of classical SQL,
Datalog and relational algebra with probabilities for
facts and rules, and additional operators for deriving
probabilities from given relations. To derive the above
term-frequency, a ”Bayes” operator is applied to the
term-relation, using the context-attribute as evidence:

CREATE VIEW tf AS
SELECT term, context
FROM term
EVIDENCE KEY 2;

This could equivalently be formulated in probabilistic
relational algebra (PRA) [4] as:

tf = Bayes[$2](term);

where Bayes is a new operator introduced to the
algebra. Yet another way of modelling this probability
is by defining the tf -relation as a probabilistic relation,
conditional on a context, in probabilistic Datalog [8]
as:

tf(T,D) :- term(T,D) | (D).

Similarly, the document-probabilities can be defined,
resulting in collection frequencies equivalent to idf in
”classical” IR. To derive these probabilities in SQL, a
view idf could be defined as:

CREATE VIEW idf AS
SELECT term
FROM tf
ASSUMPTION MAX IDF;

where MAX IDF is a probabilistic assumption that trig-
gers the computation of term probabilities as defined for
idf, as the log of the total number of documents divided
by the number of documents containing a specific term.

3.3 Retrieval
Retrieval of indivdiual documents in this framework
is carried out by joining the idf-weighted query terms
with tf-weighted terms occurring in the document
collection. This is expressed in SQL simply as

SELECT DISTINCT context
FROM tf, wqterm
WHERE qterm.term = tf.term;

where wqterm is the weighted variant of the (un-
weighted) query terms. This returns a list of (distinct)
documents in which at least one of the query terms oc-
curs. Due to the weighting of query- and document-
terms, all documents returned have associated with
them a weight that can be interpreted as a document’s
retrieval status value.

The same query could similarly be expressed in proba-
bilistic Datalog as

retrieve(D) :- wqterm(T) & tf(T,D);
?-retrieve(D);

or in PRA as

?-PROJECT DISTINCT[$3]
(JOIN[$1=$1](wqterm, tf));

The above examples only return document relevant to
a given query, but for the ETREC, the goal was to find
experts relevant to a given topic. It is therefore neces-
sary to join the list of returned documents with a list of
authors of documents, resulting in a list of authors (or
experts) relevant to a given query. The implementation
of this link is straightforward and follows the examples
given above, however, we believe that the association
between documents and authors should not be limited
to a simple ”one author per document” link, but should
also be probabilistic, allowing for varying degrees of au-
thorship.



3.4 Document-Expert association
When treating documents as sources of evidence for the
expertise of expert-candidates, it is necessary to define
an association between these sources of evidence and
the candidates. The direct way of associating a doc-
ument with an expert would be to model these links
on the ”sender”-information contained in the meta-tags
of emails in the list collection. This approach, how-
ever, has some severe shortcomings. The ETREC col-
lection does not only consist of emails, but also of other
document-types, such as personal web-pages and CVS-
repositories, for which information about the author
might not be available. Furthermore, a simple link be-
tween documents and expert-candidates based on the
sender information would not be able to capture expert-
document links for documents authored by multiple per-
sons, or capture links for documents which are about an
expert-candidate, who is not the author of that docu-
ment.

When QMIR participated in last year’s ETREC, results
for the expert finding task were rather low, compared to
the results achieved by some of the other participants.
It was assumed that this low performance was caused by
an imprecision in the connection of documents and au-
thors (expert candidates), as the ”sender”-information
alone was not sufficient to capture concepts such as mul-
tiple authorship and documents about a person.

To overcome these limitations, we chose to model the
association between documents and expert-candidates
as the probability of a document implying a candidate.
A candidate can thus be seen as a query, reducing the
implication to p(d → q) [10]. The queries were formed
from the information on expert-candidates available as
part of the ETREC-collection, with queries consisting
of the names of experts and their e-mail addresses as
query-terms.

To further gauge the impact different term-weighting
strategies might have on modelling the association be-
tween expert-candidates and supportive documents, we
modelled the association both with tf-idf and Language
Modelling weighting.

4. EXPERIMENTS
Here, we describe our strategies for retrieving experts
for given topics (queries) from the knowledge base.
Queries are represented as described above. For our ex-
periments, we concentrated on variations in the knowl-
edge base used for expert finding, and the impact dif-
ferent knowledge bases might have on retrieval quality.

All the below strategies make use of some common rela-

tions for data representation, so they will be presented
here, rather than in the individual subsections. As
noted above, we used a probabilistic connection between
documents and authors. This is represented in the sys-
tem by an ”author”-relation, that has two attributes,
”candidate id” to represent authors, and ”context” to
represent documents. Each tuple occurring in the rela-
tion is preceded by a weight, giving the strength of the
association. On a physical level, there exist two differ-
ent versions of this relation, one for the ”lists” collection,
and one for the ”www” collection, however, conceptu-
ally, they are identical and will be treated as such for
the present discussion.

Query terms are contained in a ”qterm”-relation; join-
ing this relation with the collection’s idf values results
in a relation called ”wqterm”, in which the query terms
are weighted by the collection frequencies.

All other relations necessary for implementing the
strategies will be explained in the respective sections.

4.1 WWW subcollection
In a first series of experiments, we limited the
knowledge base to those documents which form the
”www”-subcollection. This collection consists of
personal webpages of W3C researchers, webpages of
working groups etc. As mentioned in a previous section,
there is no ”given” author for any of the documents
contained in this part of the collection, we therefore
modelled authorship of documents in the collection
based on the occurrence of expert-candidates’ names or
e-mail addresses. Retrieval of expert-candidates on the
”www”-collection can be expressed in SQL as:

SELECT DISTINCT candidate id, context
FROM wqterm, tf www, www author
WHERE wqterm.term = tf www.term
AND tf www.context = www author.context;

An expression equivalent to the above SQL in PRA
would be:

?-PROJECT DISTINCT[$4,$5](JOIN[$3=$2]
(JOIN[$1=$1](wqterm,tf www),

www author));

Similarly, the same strategy expressed in Datalog is:



retrieve(C,D) :- wqterm(T) &
tf www(T,D) &
www author(C,D);

?-retrieve(C,D);

Evaluating the performance of the individual strategies
using trec eval, the overall MAP-score achieved by the
Body-only approach is 0.0965.

4.2 Lists subcollection
For the remaining experiments, only the ”lists”-
subcollection was used. As the ”lists”-subcollection con-
sists of emails sent to a mailing-list, we concentrated
on variations in document structure specific in emails;
specifically, we used quotations in emails as an addi-
tional source of evidence. The rationale behind different
treatment of different email parts is that emails will usu-
ally only quote significant parts of previous messages. It
could thus be argued that quotations in emails are a dis-
tilled version of previous emails, containing the salient
parts.

4.2.1 Body-only
In the ”body-only” approach, only the non-quoted parts
of emails were used, while terms occurring in quotations
inside emails were not considered for the expert finding
process. The rationale behind this strategy is that quo-
tations contain information not originally conceived by
the author of the present email. Instead, the author
quotes material from another email, which should be
indicative of expertise of that other email’s author. To
exclude quotations from emails thus leads to a more
”direct” association between terms and authors.

So, assuming that the ”body”-only portion of emails is
contained in a relation called ”tf body”, which has two
attributes - term and context - , the retrieval strategy
is expressed in SQL as:

SELECT DISTINCT candidate id, context
FROM wqterm, tf body, lists author
WHERE wqterm.term = tf body.term
AND tf body.context = lists author.context;

This can equivalently be expressed in PRA as:

?-PROJECT DISTINCT[$4,$5](JOIN[$3=$2]
(JOIN[$1=$1](wqterm,tf body),lists author);

And equivalently, in probabilistic Datalog as:

retrieve(C,D) :- wqterm(T) &
tf body(T,D) &
lists author(C,D);

?-retrieve(C,D);

Evaluating the performance of the individual strategies
using trec eval, the overall MAP-score achieved by the
Body-only approach is 0.1376.

4.2.2 Quotes-only
The ”quotes-only” approach is the exact opposite of the
”body-only” approach, and only considers terms which
occur inside quoted parts of emails. This follows the
idea that quotations contain the most salient informa-
tion in a thread of emails, and are therefore most in-
dicative of expertise of authors participating in the dis-
cussion. The above argument that quotations contain
information not originally conceived by the author of
the present email still holds in this context, however, it
could reasonably be argued that an author in a thread
of emails related to a certain topic is still an expert on
that topic, even if the most salient terms only occur in
quotations. To make this more concrete, it can be rea-
sonably argued that quotations in emails usually occur
in replies to previous questions, or in general discussions
regarding a specific topic. In either of these cases, an
author of such an email (i.e. one containing quotations)
might be an expert on the topics at hand.

The ”quotes-only” strategy can be implemented just like
the ”body-only” strategy, the only difference being that
instead of a ”tf body”-relation, a ”tf quotes”-relation is
used to represent terms occurring in quotations.

Again using trec eval for measuring the performance
of the ”quotes-only” approach, the overall MAP score
achieved was 0.1242.

4.2.3 Body and Quotes
The ”body+quotes” approach does not distinguish be-
tween terms forming quotations, and terms forming
email bodies; it is thus most similar to standard doc-
ument retrieval. This can be seen as a zero hypothesis
to the above claim that utilising the structure of docu-
ments is beneficial to the task of expert finding.

Again, implementing this strategy is a straightfor-
ward extension of the previous examples; instead of
a ”tf quotes” or ”tf body” relation, a ”tf bodyquotes”-
relation is used, which represents terms present in either
email bodies or quotations.

To investigate the influence term-weighting might have
on the quality of retrieval, we modelled the retrieval



task for the Body and Quotes subcollection using both
tf-idf and Language Modelling. Furthermore, we com-
pared the quality of retrieval using a stemmed and
an unstemmed version of the subcollection, to prevent
query-mismatch problems due to overstemming. In con-
junction with the two strategies for building document-
expert associations (using tf-idf and Language Mod-
elling), we thus had a total of eight runs: stemmed
tf-idf using tf-idf association, stemmed tf-idf using LM
association, unstemmed tf-idf using tf-idf association,
unstemmed tf-idf using LM association, stemmed LM
using tf-idf association, stemmed LM using LM associ-
ation, unstemmed LM using tf-idf association and un-
stemmed LM using LM association.

The overall MAP score for the Body and Quotes ap-
proach is 0.1108. Looking at the performance of in-
dividual queries, we find that some of the queries fail
to return any relevant experts for a query, while other
queries find relevant experts with a mean average pre-
cision as high as 0.5. The results for the experiments
using a stemmed representation of the collection can be
seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Map values for stemmed bodyquotes

The MAP scores show that the best retrieval quality
is achievable using a combination of tf collection term
weighting and tf -weighted candidate association.

The results for experiments with an unstemmed repre-
sentation of the collection, as shown in Figure 2 show
similar results. Here, applying tf -weighting for both
document retrieval and candidate association works
best, however, for some of the queries, a combination
of LM -weighting on term and tf on candidate associa-
tions performs similarly well as a tfidf-tfidf combination,
or even outperforms it.
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bodyquotes

Our approach delivers the relevant candidates for about
20% of the queries, with MAP scores as high as 0.48.
The results also display low MAP scores for some of the
queries, significantly lowering the overall MAP scores
for the different approaches. Furthermore, the re-
sults confirm the findings of the 14th TREC E-TREC
overview ([1]) that high precision retrieval of experts re-
quires the combination of multiple sources of evidence.

bq-lm-lm bq-lm-tf bq-tf-tf bq-tf-lm
high 0.0408 0.1513 0.4822 0.1172
avg 0.0082 0.0184 0.1108 0.0179

#Q > avg 19 14 17 18

Table 1: MAP statistic for stemmed bodyquotes

The previously mentioned advantage of the tfidf -tfidf
approach is also visible in Table 1. The highest MAP
achieved by any query with this approach is 0.4822. The
number of queries which perform better than the aver-
age MAP of 0.1108 is 17, again indicating that the over-
all performance is affected by a large number of queries
that do not perform well. Also note that for the other
approaches, the number of queries which perform bet-
ter than the average is similar, however, due to the low
average this is probably not significant.

The results for the experiments with a stemmed ver-
sion of the bodyquotes collection were largely mirrored
by the experiments with the unstemmed counterpart
(Table 2). Here, too, the tfidf -tfidf approach performs
best, with a highest MAP of 0.4594. However, the LM -
textittfidf approach works better on the unstemmed rep-
resentation than on the stemmed one.



bq-lm-lm bq-lm-tf bq-tf-tf bq-tf-lm
high 0.0608 0.2353 0.4594 0.1195
avg 0.0103 0.0221 0.0908 0.0223

#Q > avg 16 12 14 15

Table 2: MAP statistics for unstemmed

bodyquotes

4.3 Results
The MAP-scores for the individual strategies indicate
that the ”body-only” approach performs best in identi-
fying the correct experts for a given query with a MAP
of 0.1376. This is followed by the ”quotes-only” ap-
proach with a MAP score of 0.1242. The ”body-quotes”
approach, which does not distinguish between differ-
ent elements of emails only achieves an overall MAP
of 0.1108. The ”www-only” approach performs worst
with a MAP of 0.0965.

www body-only quotes-only body-quotes
MAP 0.0965 0.1376 0.1242 0.1108

Table 3: MAP values for the different ap-

proaches

More interesting are the results achieved for the differ-
ent term-weighting and document-candidate association
models. Results here show that a stemmed representa-
tion clearly outperforms an unstemmed representation,
and, more surprisingly, that approaches based on pure
tf-idf perform better than pure LM approaches or mix-
tures of tf-idf and LM.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

5.1 Conclusion
The Enterprise TREC provides an interesting frame-
work in which to experiment with the integration of in-
formation retrieval and DBMS techniques: the ETREC
data is fairly large and heterogeneous, as is the case
with data typically encountered in commercial organisa-
tions, but requires the application of typical information
retrieval tasks. Our experiments show that our proba-
bilistic IR framework is able to cope with the amount of
information provided, and that it is possible to express
strategies for expert finding in a simple, straightforward
way, without making any changes to the underlying sys-
tem.

5.2 Future Work
The approaches presented in this paper all implement
retrieval strategies at a fairly low abstraction level. For
expert finding tasks to be applicable by non-expert

users, it would need to be possible to express the strate-
gies at a higher abstraction level. Furthermore, expert
finding can be seen as a two-phase operation: first, find-
ing documents relevant to a query, followed by associat-
ing those documents with expert candidates. Another
way of finding experts given a query would be to first ag-
gregate all documents associated with an expert candi-
date, and then summarise those documents, to generate
a profile for that candidate. Such a profile could then
be used as a surrogate for the full document collection
when querying for an expert.

Both of the above issues could be addressed by a sum-
marisation logic. A summarisation logic takes away im-
plementational details, and provides users with a means
to express different summarisation strategies (e.g. us-
ing stemmed or unstemmed document representations,
or using different probabilistic models) via a more ab-
stract syntax, coupled with a well-defined semantics.
For this, we propose our summarisation logic POLIS,
which uses structural information of knowledge repre-
sentations to derive a summary. Further research will
be necessary to evaluate the quality of expert profiles
derived in this fashion.
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